Murrieta Mesa High School
Parking Permit Information/Request for Permit

Murrieta Valley Unified School district has established a half-mile non-parking zone around each high school in the district. Parking permits will not be sold to any student living within this zone when parking permits are limited.

Parking for eligible students will be available in the Student Parking Lot ONLY. Although the District is providing a designated parking area, the District and/or high school assumes no responsibility for loss, theft or damage to any vehicle.

In order to park in the student parking lot, the following regulations must be adhered to:

- Student parking by PERMIT only.
- Students with less than 90% attendance will lose their parking pass for 6 weeks
- Students with 10 more tardy infractions (cleared or not) will lose their parking pass for 12 weeks.
- Any student who leaves campus or helps another student leave campus will lose their parking pass for 6 weeks
- If you “loan” your parking pass to another student, you will lose your parking pass for ONE semester
- Students are to be in the parking lot only arriving or leaving school. Do not store books, clothing or other items which may be needed during school; you will not be allowed to go to your car during the school day. For emergency situations, report to the office for assistance
- No student parking will be available in the staff parking lot at any time
- Students must obey all traffic and safety laws both in the parking lot and the areas surrounding the school
- Students not displaying their permit from the rear view mirror, parking in unauthorized areas or disobeying traffic and safety laws will be ticketed, fined and lose parking privileges
  - If no rear view mirror is available, Pass must be displayed on the dash in plain sight.

Permits are available on a first come, first serve basis to students who have valid California license and vehicle information. Parking permits can be purchased from the Bookkeeper. Cost: $20.00 w/USB, $25.00 w/o USB. Replacement permits: $25.00, limited to one replacement permit per year.

NOTE: Parking Permit Fees are not refundable.

Instructions: Type in your information below in the areas indicated before you print. Sign and return.

**VEHICLE REGISTRATION FORM**
REQUEST FOR PARKING PERMIT
Must be submitted with a copy of the student driver’s license

Last Name_________________________ First Name ___________________________ Grade ______

Home Phone Number ___________ Cell Number ___________ Driver License Number ___________

Car Make ___________________________ Model ___________________________ Year___________

License Plate_________________________ Color ___________ Permit # __________________________

(Completed by Bookkeeper)

I HAVE READ, UNDERSTAND AND AGREE WITH ALL PARKING RULES AND REGULATIONS:

PARENT SIGNATURE:____________________________________________ DATE:____________________

STUDENT SIGNATURE:________________________________________ DATE:____________________
MMHS PARKING RULES AND REGULATIONS

To ensure student and staff safety and to prevent unauthorized vehicles from parking on our campus and allowing entry to our campus, Murrieta Mesa High School has implemented a parking program. All vehicles parking on the lot of MMHS must have a valid MMHS parking permit, which may be purchased through the Bookkeeper’s Office. Temporary or one-day passes will not be given to students at any time.

Parking is at your own risk.

0100—PARKING PERMIT NOT VISIBLE
Every vehicle parked in any of the MMHS parking lots will be required to have a valid MMHS parking permit, which must be purchased through the Bookkeeper’s office. Parking in one of the parking lots at MMHS without obtaining a permanent MMHS parking permit and making sure it is visible, is in accordance with violation 0200 and could result in receiving a ticket with a $25.00 fine.

0200—PARKING PERMIT NOT PROPERLY DISPLAYED
Every vehicle parking in any parking lot on the MMHS campus must possess a parking permit in accordance with violation 0100.

Parking permits must be hung from the rear view mirror, with the permit information facing forward. It is a violation to not properly display the parking permit and make it clearly visible and could result in receiving a ticket with a $25.00 fine.

0300—NOT PROPERLY PARKED IN PARKING STALL
Each vehicle that parks in any MMHS parking area must have the front of the vehicle leading into the marked stall. Each stall will be clearly marked enabling the driver to know where the vehicle is to be parked. When the vehicle has come to rest, the front of the vehicle will be facing into a second stall. It is a violation to not have your vehicle facing into the parking stall or having your car cross over the line into a second stall and could result in receiving a ticket with a $25.00 fine.

0400—PARKING IN RESERVED STAFF PARKING LOT WITHOUT THE PROPER PERMIT
Each vehicle parked in a “reserved” stall, must have a permit which has been designated for that assigned stall. The school site principal or administrative designee, will assign each “reserved” stall with the appropriate parking permit number. No student or visitor shall park in the reserved staff stalls at any time. It is a violation for students or visitors to park in the reserved stall area and could result in receiving a parking ticket with a $35.00 fine.

0500—NOT PARKED IN DESIGNATED LOT
Murrieta Mesa High School’s available parking is divided into 2 lots:

1. A staff / visitor lot located to the right of the school.
2. A student lot located to the left of the school.

It is a violation for students to park in areas other than designated “student parking” and could result in receiving a ticket with a $35.00 fine.

0600—VEHICLE SEARCH
Vehicles parked on the Murrieta Mesa property are subject to search if administration has a reasonable suspicion of illegal Drugs, Weapons, and/or Alcohol. Murrieta Mesa utilizes safety dogs to ensure the safety of all students, staff, and visitors.

Parking space is limited! Parking permits are available on a first come, first served basis and are available only to students who have a valid California Driver’s license and vehicle information. If parking permits are sold out, a waiting list will be prepared (with valid California driver’s license). If you are on the waiting list, you may purchase parking permit, if and when a parking permit becomes available.

Please note: Students with 5 truancies in a semester, will result in parking privilege revocation for the remainder of the school year.